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Polls will be open from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. today at the
SUB,
1-~w
school
and
chemistry . building
tor
graduate students to vote on
a proposed constitution.
·
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Wednesday, March 2,1977
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U. Of A.: Considered
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As· Possible Branch

Lawrence Smith

KNWZ Goes Country

Among other alternatives to be
considered by the· task force, which
meets today for the first time, is the
expansion of the TechnicalVocational Institute (TVI) possibly
on the U. ofA. campus, Huff said.
If there was a community college
or general· college offering, "U. of
A. would like to be considered as a
means of offering it," ·u. of A.
President Lawrence C. Smith said.
Smith said, "If UNM did get
f.unding for a general college, they
would be offering the same services
we do. That would draw away
many of the .students from the U. of
A."
An independent, tax-supported
community college, said Tony
Hillerman, assistant .to· UNM
.
'
President Davis, "could pull the
rug out from under u . of A. Ifthis
lntress, a UNM sophomore, was with KNWZ the
is a political reality they are going
longest and became a member of the staff.
to have to live with it or die with
"Ruth is an !;!xample of a good thing that happened
it.''
'
to KNWZ," said Pennybacker. "She .has a lot of
Smith said that ·his university has
interest and now that outlet lKNWZ) is gone,"
"developed a program much like
lntress said, "I learned what the real world of news the program currently being studied
is aU about. Maybe in class you can fake it a little, but by UNM for a community or junior
college.
if you fake'it a liUle on the air you're fired.
·
Huff said that if a community
"I also found what it was like to work with a
dedic.ated 'sta~f .. .S.ome of the. staff Y{Or_ked 20 hours collet:e were set up in competition.
witb the U. of A., that school·
straight covering' the electiQn."
. ~ ,
. .•
:.- Ed Penny.bad<ir;i'wli'o ha's work~d i~ r;idio Jo~ thirty · wo'uld probably. be··priced ·much
years, was employed at KQEO for 18 years, prior to lower: ·
joining KNWZ. .
.
U. ·of A. currently costs each
student
$52 per .credit hour and,
"J left KQEO primarily because· they were deSmith
said,
the costs for each
emphasizing the news, as stations are all over town,"
student
at
a
community college
Pennybacker said. '~They wanted to baby talk the.
would
be
approximately
$16 per
news. So, we parted company.''
credit
hour.
Weaver said the new format for the radio station
'·'will be modern country. It will cross over into
Hi lierman said ''there is a
country rock to include artists such as John Denver chance" that a community college,
under the auspices of UNM would
and Olivia Newton-John.
"We've received ·Very good acceptance already. I be based at the U. of A. campus.
But, ''I don't know if that chance is
have a lot of confidence,'' he said.
one
in five, one in ten, or one in a
The new call letters KUFF, are awaiting FCC apmillion.''
proval.
·
.
By D.M. Flynn
Making the University . of
Albuquerque a branch college of
UNM is one of ·the alternatives
being studied by ·a special governor's task for~e on branch or
community colleges, said Robert
Huff, chairman of the task force.
"'There has been an open running
question for the need for a posteducational facility," Huff said,
"and ~. of A .. is· one of the
ingredients.''
•

News Station Signs Off
.

By Chris Hammond
Albuquerque lost its only all-news station when ·
KNWZ succumbed to financial problemsand changed
its format to countrv-western music last Monday.
"Here we are with no serious news station in town,''
Ed Pennybacker, former news director of KNWZ, ·
said. "I think we had considerable emphasis on the
people of Albuquerque."
·
Bill We.aver, owner and general manager ofKNWZ,
explained the economics of the situation.
• "NIS fNews and Information Service) withdrew its
services..and WMl no network n·cws service, we have no'
national news.'' (NIS is a subsi.diary news service of
NBC.)
NIS provided 47 minutes per hour of news. Pennybacker said, "To produce enough to fill that gap
would have meant an additional wire service plus 50
per cent more staff.
"A lot of people feel womewhat bitter," he said.
."NIS claimed financial difficulties, yet bid $85 million
for the rigl}ts to the Olympics four years hence.'' ·
KNWZ had an internship program for journalism
students, which was handled by Ed Pennybacker.
UNM students Ruth lntress, Michael Jackson and
Marsha Simmons were interns .

',. .

.
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Hillerman also said UNM has put
its planning for a community
college "on the back burner" to see
what wjll happen as a result of the
governor's task force.
Whatever system is set up, he
said, it ''should be coordinated
with the whole· educational
structure to get the maximum
amount of efficiency.''
The changes, if any, would not
affect the U. of A. during the next
school year. "If there is any change
in the U. of A.'s status," according
to Hillerman, "at the earliest, it
would come Sept. I, 1978."
Smith said the U. of A. may fee a
budget deficit as large as $200,000
by the end of the year. To make up
for the possible deficit, he said, the
university will be soliciting personal
gifts in the ·amount of $100,000 as
well as <::utting back on the school's
use of supplies, travel expenses and
services.
Student Body President Ray
Herrera o'f the U. of A., which has
an• enrollment of 3200, said "The
U. of~- has got to remain a fouryear degree-granting college. We
have some very unique programs
here."
Speaking about the financial
problems of the U. of A., Herrera
said, "We are hoping we can
resolve our crisis here.''
Herrera said that it is also a
matter of pride if the university is
sold to the state, "Many students
would feel that .their degree would
mean very litHe since the institution
that granted it no longer exists,"
Herrera said .
"Fifty per cent of our students
attend the extensions fU. of A.
branches) in the e~,ening and get
their degree," Herrera said. "UNM
'does not have this.''

!
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.----City's Hot Le_ftovers Up forBi
By Rebekah Szymanski
An RCA record player was.
hoisted into the air above the .
crowd, automatically S\Vitching on ·
a steady run of 4500 words per
minute from the auctioneer.

· ''Dolheet2_0doltar20dolliu:?Yes I dole tsmakeit22dolfar22doll....
aranymor edo I heer2 2 do/lara nymore?Let'smakeitt wenty t wojifty. A nymorejorl Wellty twofift•
y?Nomore.Lady,yougotit. ~{·
It Was the city of Albuquerque's
public auction, and Elmer Bunker
and Associates Auction Service
were busy all day Saturday passing
stolen or unclaimed items off onto
the crowd.
There were illore than 800 items
Up for sale. Onesimo Bachicha of
the Department of Finance and
Management said, "We'll sell it aiL
If it gets dark on us we'll close
down, but we'll sell everything.
We'll make' about ·$62, $65, $68
thousand-you ~an't ~ver tell.''
The auctioneer's voice reeled on.
He' pointed to the hands in the
crowd with the buH of his cigarette,
and swayed to the rhythm of his
words.
. . . . ·'
Someone waved a yellow card up
~bove the heads, outbidding several
others for a pl~tic,-Greek god, wall
plaque.

;
·
Phalo by Karen Panagakos

A minute later someone else had
walked off with a lawti mower.
Sam and a couple of his. friends
stood watching,as the "junk'' was
systematically pawned off. They'd
been coming to this public auction
for the past two years.
"I ain't buying any of that
junk," one of Sam's friends was
saying. ''The prices are too high.
You could buy CB's for cheaper
than what they're.selling them for
here-and you'd" know what you
were getting too."
Behind th~m were two men,
shivering in their jackets near the
candy carts. A couple of TVs sat on
the ground at their feet. "Gee,
neither one of these TVs work,;; the

man in the wind breaker said to the
other. ..
"Are you sure?'' his friend ,
asked . . "You can't return this
stuff."
The guy in the windbreaker
grabbed the handle on his new
portable TV and went searching for
someone to complain to.
The 4500 words-er-minute speed
of the auctioneer sklpped as he
paused to clear his voice. It did a
repeat, · skipped again then continued on.
Lee Jarvis stepped down from
tiJe bumper of one of the used cars.
He was an old hand at junk auctions. He said he'd been coming to
them for about 10 years. "You
gotta know what you want an'd
what you wanna. pay for it," he
said. ''That woman up. there just
got herself a GB radio and she
probably paid more for it than they · · '
sell it for in the stores. You just
""" .,,, . .,
golta know what you want." He
said he just bought a TV.
·Sam and his friends walked by
with their.hands shoved into their
coat pockets and their shoulders
hunched forward. Their noses and
cheeks were red from the cold.
"Sarn," his friend was saying,
"you r.eally .gotta be wanting '""."': •
something bad to go to that sale.".
"·'"
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§ Legionnaire's Disease Possible
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Many Students S-tudents Needed to Fill
. May Sidestep
UNM
Committee
Slots
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ATLANTA fUPI)-Officials at
the National Center for Disease
Control said Tuesday an intense
investigation was underway to
determine whether the death of two
employes this week resulted from
their work.
Although the ultimate cause of
death was different in each case,
officials said, their symptoms were,
the same. Both men worked in the
building where researchers are
investigating the mysterious
legionnaire's disease.
But Dr, Richard Dixon, chief of
the hospital infectious disease
section at CDC, told a news
conference that indications thus far
point away from the legionnaire's
disease, and he said it is "highly
unlikely" that whatever killed the
men is contagious.
Don Berreth, a spokesman for
CDC, said "weNst don't know" if

the deaths were related. "There is a
possibility that it was purely
coincidental," he said. ''There is a
possibilily that there was an infectious agent. There is a possibility
that it was contagious.''
Robert Dubingon, 43, a retired
Army Staff Sergeant employed as a
building custodian, died early
Tuesday of kidney failure at Ft.
McPherson Army Hospital here.
The second victim, George
Flowers, 49, died Sunday at

By Unitecl

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
time-honored
practice
of
"floating" a check before there is
enough money to cover it could

Daily Lobo
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WICHITA, Kan.-About 2500 residents meeting Monday night to
talk about the effects of pornography got more than they bargained
for.
Two young men, dressed only in tennis shoes, ·ran through the· rally
sponsored by the Concerned Citizens for Community Standards.
The two ran nude across a stage that contained District Attorney
Vern Miller, Police Chief 'Richard Lamunyon and six other
dignitaries,
Some of the crowd, including Miller and Lamunyon, pursued the
naked men. They managed to tackle one of the streakers, but the
other got away.

North Carolina Rejects ERA.

WASHINGTON-The State Department said Tuesday it canceled
contingency plans to airlift some 240 Americans out of Uganda in
view of President ldi Amin's announcement they can leave the
African country at will.

Mansfield To Go To Vietnam
WASHINGTON-The administration Tuesd.ay appointed former
Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield, a Vietnam war opponent,
and three others to a commission that will visit Vietnam in search of
more information on Americans missing in action.
The State Department said it expects the presidential commission to
leave for Vietnam the weekend of March 12.

Allies Given Fishing Rights
WASHINGTON-Congress, urged to help "our friends and
allies," Tuesday approved agreements allowirig rishing vessels from
Japan, South Korea, Spain and the European economic community
to resume operations in the new U.S. 200-mile fishing zone.

Author Apologizes in Meeting
CA VENDlSH, Vt.-Exiled Soviet author Alexander Solzhenitsyn,
making his first public appearance since moving to Vermont last year,
apologized to his neighbors for erecting a large chain-link fence
around his home.
"My fence prevents your snowmobilers and hunters from going on
their way, and I am sorry for that and ask you to forgive me,"
Solzhenitsyn said at town meeting Monday night, "but l had to
protect myself from ce~tain types of disturbances."
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Airlift of Americans Canceled

********************
•~ GSAParty *~

Critics called il''an outrage!" ll aroused incredible antagonism in
scientific and lile,rary circles. Vel haifa .million copies were sold
and for 27 years II remained an astounding bestseller.
Velikovsky's theories of cosmic cataclysm challenged the accepted
notions of evolution and virtually rewrote ancient history. BUt .the
moon landings and space probes of recent years have ca~s~d SCientists to take anolher look at Velikovsky-today, many of his 1deas are
accepted as fact. Worlds in Collision was lound lying open on Einstein's desk the day_ he died ... the cause celebre once thought to be
unbelievable is now seen as ahead of its time.
Worlds in Collision has been unavailable in paperback for years.
Now, finally, here it is.

l
l

RALElGl:-1, N.C.-The North Carolina General Assembly reje~led
the Equal Rights Amendment Tuesday despite last-minute lobbying
by President Carter and his wife.
The senate, on a 26-24 vote, withstood the pleas of both Carter anu
his wife to make North Carolina the 36th state to ratify the amendment. Ratification by 38 states is needed to make the amendment part .
of the U.S. Constitution.

An exception would be granted
for information needed to complete
specific transactions or to verify the·
existence of an account.

.~
~

-----------------..a

·'---By Leone! Ceniceros
Is it better to use a public
, defender or to pay a private lawyer?
How mnch do criminal lawyers
normally charge?
Most students. probably qualify
fqr public defender services since
their parents' income is not considered in determ'ining their
eligibility. However, if students can
keep from getting busted for
. marijuana or other drugs they are
unlikely to need tbe services of a
criminal lawyer,.
Persons charged with possession
of drugs may not be sentenced to
serve any time even if found guilty

Porno Meeting Gets Display

soon become impossible when
banks switch to computer-age
technology, a federal commission
told Congress Tuesday.
The reason: instead of written
checks which can take days or even
weeks to clear, the system of the
future would draw instantaneously
on the account by electronic signals
from the place of issuance to the
checking or savings account.
The National Commission on
Electronic Fund Transfers, which
has been studying that and other
related questions -for two ye!lfS, said
in a report to Congress, "Surveys
suggest that the majority of consumers at some time issue checks
knowing that they do not have
sufficient funds in their account at
that moment."
"Whether the consumer actually
would be inconvenienced without .a
float is unclear," it said, "but the
consumer believes he would be."
The Commission concluded,
however, that "IJdat is not a legal
right, but rather a characteristic of
the present payment system" and
something about which Congress
need not concern itself.
It said floating could be built into
electronic systems if the banks want
to do so, by making some kind of
provision for deferred paymeni:.
But it said that concept is best
determined by "local market
decisions.''
·
The Commission said privacy has
"emerged as a major consumer
concern" about electronic fund
transfers. It said Congress should
outlaw "all third party private
sector use of information concerning a consumer's depository
account without the specific
consent of the individual."

~

International

'

Floating-Check Trick
Could
Vanish for Good
. .

'

87131

Georgia Baptist Hospital after
upper gastrointestinal bleeding and
a cardiac arrest. Flowers was a
warehouseman handling labware in
the services division of the Bureau
of Laboratories.
Even though both men worked in
the building where legionnaire's
bacterium, suspected cause of the
illness which killed 29 persons in
Philadelphia l11st July, is being
tested, neither man had access to
the restricted laboratory. , _

-

or

Gene Romo, director
the community health
program, will speak at the National Chicano Health
Organimtion meeting tonight at 7:00p.m. in rm. 201
of the Medical School.

A fi!rn cntitlcd ''Southern, Malay.~ian Wombats:
Their Territorial and Maling Bch~vior>~ will be shown

1

ByDanCrain
Many
ASUNM
executive
committees have vacancies that
need to be filled by undergraduates,
ASUNM President Damon Tobias
said in a memorandum. Also,
student. representatives. for five
faculty standing committees are
needed.
Any undergraduate who has paid
the activity fee may apply for th~
positions.
The only crucial vacancies that
must be filled now, according to the
memorandum, are those on the
Elections Commission and the
Fiesta Committee. The Elections
Commission lacks one member and
a chairman, and the Fie'sta
Committee lacks its entire complement of four members, chairman and treasurer.
The other vacancies are: Co-op
Bookstore Study Committee (five
members),
Intramural
and
Recreation Board (chairman),
Speakers Committee (two members), Health Center Advisory
Board (four members) and the
. Student Community Relations
Committee (one member).
The faculty standing committees
that need one student representative
each are: Continuing Education,
Athletic Council, Admissions and
Registration, Institute of Applied
Research and Science. Thee undergraduate representatives are
needed on the Scholarships, Loans,
Prizes and High School Relations
Committee.
Tobias said he would accept
applications
from
ASUNM

if there is no previous criminal
record so the actual "penalty" may.
be the probation and criminal
record and any expenses that are
incurred in settling the case. Many
people that qualify for free public
defender services do not consider
attorney's fees in this manner in
making their declsion.
Public defenders are generally
less experienced than private
lawyers but may be just as conscientous if not more. ·on the other
hand, private lawyers are in a better
position in inspiring confidence in
their clients that they can get them
off. There is no way for overcoming the general conviction that
"you get what you pay for."
There are no standard fees in
criminal cases because there are too
many factors. involved. !her: are
too many dif[ereJ_~t cru~7s.' the
clients have differmg abii~ties to
pay, .and lawyers have .different
expenence and reputations by
By Ruth S. Intress
which
to gauge how much they
A resident soon to be living
think
their
time is worth.
among UNM dormitory students
Ask
a
number
of lawyers how
will be UNM's incoming Provost'
much
they
charge
before
you settle
for Sfudent Affairs Marvin
on
one:
T~ey also normally wa~t to
"Swede" Johnson.
Johnson, who will replace get pmd 10 advance for obvious
·Provost Chester Travelstead Apr. reasons.
If
you
bond
yourself
out
by
1, told a group of UNM alumni that
he plans to live in the dormitories raising the money, some lawyers are
willing to let you assign the bond
until his wife and daughter arrive In
Albuquerque in late May or early money to them so that you will not
have to raise any additional funds.
June. Johnson said that by living in
the dormitories he will be in better
touch with the students.
Randy Boeglin, asst. dean of
students, said he hadi1't talked to
Johnson about specific dorm
arrangements yet. "We' II take a
look at the available space in the
A unique cookbook for children who are susreptible to mental retardorms, then make Johnson several
dation
has been written by a UNM School of Medicine nUiritionist.
offers conceming where he wants to
Phyllis
B. Acosta, Ph.D., said that children who are born with
live.''
Boeglin said unless space opens phenylketonuria (PKU) have a genetic disorder that can cause mental
in the next month, Johnson would retardation if they eat a normal diet.
be unable to live in Laguna De
Acosta said a functional enzyme in a normal human body changes the
Vargas, the newest dormitory at amino acid, phenylalanine, into another amino acid, tyrosine. Children
'UNM.
with PKU do not have that functional enzyme and they become retarded
Asked if Johnson would take his because of the excess of phenylalanine, she said.
meals with the other students at La
Acosta said the cookbook recipes restricts the intake of phenylalanine in
Posada, Boeglin said, "I imagine
the child's diet.
he'll take some of his meals here."
"Since phenylalanine makes up about five percent of protein, a child
Johnson, who first experienced
dorm life in 1946 as a freshman at with PKU cannot eat high-protein foods like meat, cheese, eggs, milk, and
the University of Arizona in bread made from flour," she said.
Acosta said the cookbook lists beverages, main dishes, and desserts
Tucson, said "I believe dorm life is
a good barometer of student made from foods low in protein, which are supplemented with a highopinion and environment. You protein powder whicli has the phenylalanine extracted.
cannot have their confidence unless
"It's like taking meat and making it into a powder and taking the
they know you."
phenylalanine out of the protein," she said.
Johnson the former vice
Acosta said she was one of several nutritonists fr0m various parts of the
president for university relations at country who wrote recipes for the PKU cookbook. She said her 19-yearArizona, will also be responsible old daughter Iested the recipes and her 17-year-old son illustrated the
for UNM alumni relations and cookbook.
University development.
Acosta said New Mexico state law requires that all newborn infants be
Johnson said he wants to form
tested
for PKU. If PKU is spotted early and the child stays on a low
more alumni clubs throughout the
phenylalanine
diet, the child has every chance to live a normal life, she
state and later the nation. "We
said.
·
want the people of New Mexico to
know the alumni association and
the University, and to have confidence in us and support us,"
Johnson said.

U. Provost
To Stay
In Dorms

Special Cookbook Recipes
Aid in Enzyme Disorders

at the Free Thought B'ookstorc, 999 Vassar S.E.

Thurs., nt 7:00p.m. No admi~.sion thargc,

ASUNM Sen at~ meets tonight at 7:00 in rm. 248 A·
DoftheSUB.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81
No. 106
-Box20, University P.O., UI'IJVI
Albuquerque, N .M, 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102
277-4202.
The New Mexico DoJ/y Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week of
'tiWUniverslty year and weekly during the sum·
riicr session by the Board of Student Publications'
or the University ot New Mcxicoj and is not.
financially associmctl wlth UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico
87131, Subscription rate is $10.00· (or the
academic year.
ihc opinions eXpressed on the ..:dltorlal pages
·of rhc Doll) Lobo arc thosc_or the author solely,
Unsigned opinion Is that of the editorial board oC
'The Daily Lobo. Nothing printed In Tile DaiiJ
Lobo necessarily represents the views of lh"
UniVcrshyo( New Mexico •.·

senators for the faculty standing
committee positions "due to the
persistent and unfortunate lack of
interest students seem· to have in
faculty committees."
Some controversial legislation
will also be .debated in tonight's
ASUNM Senate meeting in SUB
rm. 231 at 7:30p.m.
'
Items on tonight's agenda include:
-Resolution No. 3 calling for bike
paths· on campus and an end to
"harrassment" of cyclists who arc

MEChA will meet at Chicano Studies Wed., March
2, at 7 p.Jn. at 1815 Romn,
The ASUNM craft~ !ihop in the ba~cmcnt Of rhc
SUB offers bnsic instruction in jt:wclry, ceramics, nnd
photograrhy.
The National ChicnM Health Organi:r.ation is
otgnni:t:ing .~tudy !ie.ssio11s for the MCA'f ~JUdents
phmning to rake the test April 30 1 1977. For further
lnfotrnation cnll277-4731.
t h~ puhlkit;. t:tljl\ntitt~·c i~ ltH1~irlg or urtl-'h m
help dc~igu the Nitllmti Da~~ po,tcr. l·ot t:utl!Cill\ or
po~h:r call Jmta!~ Nchon, !17·37~7, OJ' \\'iHI'ctl Jean~,
~77-~l}IX.
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Interested in the LAW?
. a career.7
..... nd m
A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training's

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus Monday, March 7
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
..You may qualify for this intensive, 12 week,
post-graduate course, which prepares you to
assume a responsible position as a skilled
member of the legal team.

Arrange to attend a group
presentation through
Career Services 277-2531

itSD

For Free Brochure, contact:
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
(714) 291-6480 Ext. 247

Spend

Spring Break
At Beautiful San Carlos Bay in
Guaymas Mexicu
• 7 uays, 6 Nights At
La Posada De San Garlos
• beautiful Uceantront
Hoom WIKitchen
• Welcome Margarita
• 13 LayKold Tennis Courts
• All lips & Taxes

$79.00
Call Immediately
Space Limited
242·8922
(24
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Up!1CJnS

Boogie To:

·Planets
For the month of March

The New

UNCLE NASTY'S

Lucky"s Pizza

"A Good Place To Make Friends"

. $1.()0 off any large.
or medium Pizza or ,.
. Lasagna purchase ·

not riding dangerously.
-Bill No. 9 which would create a
new salaried position (paid from
the activity fee) in the Office of
Research and Consumer Affairs.
-Bill No, 10 which would make
possible payment of salaries and
other funds to the Student Community Relations Committee.
Resolution No. 4 calling for
better protection of pedestrian
rights on Central Avenue near the
University.
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Scuba Diving

Train hom
Nogales

• Charter Flight Available r-or Groups

lll!l!7mJ present this couport

4513 Central NE, 256·9953
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Daily LOBO

Letters
Editorials
Oninions

Perspective

--

In One Era:
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To borrow an old joke, we commend the New Mexico State Legislature
.,;: as the legislature of the century. And that century i~ the 15th century.
Wait a minute ... we take that back. We mean to say the legislature
00
belongs in the era of prohibition, and to say that it belongs in the 15th cen·0,
tury would be an insult to the people of the 15th century. After all,
everyone was allowed to drink in the 15th century, regardless of age.
To say that 19-year-old persons are not old enough to drink alcoholic
beverages is within the realm of the Catholic Church presiding over the
trial of Copernicus.
.
Certain legislators (a majority of the Senate, to be exact) and pressure
groups apparently still believe that 19-year-olds are not responsible
enough to drink and that the universe revolves around the earth ..
To describe the legislative action as ludicrous would only be a compliment and, due to space limitations, we cannot fit in all the appropriate
four-letter words that best convey our feelings for this majority of the
Senate.
The arguments against 19-year-old drinking once again reek of the same
moralistic arguments for obscenity laws.
·
Certain pressure groups of so-called "moralists" must have temptations
banned because they fear a loss or breach of their own morals. They are
weak and misery loves company.
'f-Ie feel sorry for these people because when they have their way the first preciOUS right to suffer is freedOm, And before this very VO caJ segment
'can insert their two cents, we are speaking of freedom with responsibility.
But when this responsibility acqompanying freedom becomes a source
of mutilating freedom rather than providing an appreciation of freedom,
tl1en it is weak, false morality.
And those people who clutch a weak, false morality are only objects of
pity.
You cannot curse these people, you cannot damn these people because
they are clutching at straws to preserve their own lives which they themselves cannot control.
This grOUP. of moralists is dangerous as it strikes out at any sign of
change. The straws grow thinner and the stdkes become more vicious.
The moralists live in a world of illusion and dreams because they believe
19-year-olds do not drink. But the dreams are just as false as the morality.
There is only one- course now for 19-year-old drinking and that is to
lower it to 18 years old and take the state legislature to court. To grant 18year-olds every adult right or penalty except drinking is an open violation
of constitutional rights.
There is a just recourse to this legislative action and it is in the courts.
We would be interested in the attorney general's opinion in this matter.

"'
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UNM Loses ·More Than a Professor
Editor:
On Friday, Feb. 18, Dr. Susan
Patrick performed in one of the
best attended Keller Hall events in
recent memory. The concert
evoked an enthusiastic audience
response, and after four curtain
calls a large group gathered on
stage to discuss the performance
and inspect her instrument.
That Dr; Patrick's elegant harpsichord playing should generate
such Rreat interest only intensifies

'Questionable' Bus Service Helps Student
sity, my very-pregnant wife
probably would not have made it to
classes.
Since her professor is rather attendance-oriented (three cuts and
you're out) this could have been
most unfortunate.

by Garry Trudeau
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I would suggest that Miss Larsen
withhold judgment on the bus service until such a time as she is nine
months pregnant and has an opportunity to find out how easy it is
to waddle a mere mile.
Richard Hannemann

the disturbing thought that the
UNM administration is not
renewing her contract as a member
of the Music Department faculty.
Yet with her dismissal we shall
lose far more than the opportunity
to hear such music performed. We
have studied with Dr. Patrick since
her arrival Ia total of eleven classes
between the two of us), and have
always found her teaching to be of
the highest quality.
She elicits an extremely high
level of performance from her
studehts, more by example than by
demand. Through clarity of
thought and expression she makes
her deep knowledge of music
readily accessible to the interested
student:

LOBO Letter,

Editor:
Reading the recent article on
grading policies (Grading Too Lax,
Feb. 24), it strikes me that members
of
the College of Arts and Sciences
·IJJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDIJIDIIDUIIJIIIIIIIUIIL
are committing a serious error.
Grades, to the extent that the
Letters to the editor...
overall
distribution is invariant, tell
Letters to the editor should
about the learning of a
us
nothing
be no longer than 250 words,
group of students.
typewritten . and double · To the extent that distribution
spaced.
changes, it could be that actual
Sender's name, address and learning is going up, or grading
phone number must be in- criteria are becoming more lenient.
cluded with the letter or it Clearly, some combination of these
will' not be considered for is most likely to be the case.
Rather than worrying over the
publication. Names will be
withheld only by agreement distribution of grades, I would
with the editor, in person.
· suggest that faculty time is spent
better developing clear statements
If a letter is from a group, of criteria for each grade which are
please include a name, :;1hone shared with students prior to class.
number and address of aSuch a procedure would: 11
group member.
make clear to students what is expected of them and how they are
progressing; 2) provide a system
Opinions ...
Opinions are unsolicited, Jess subject to discrimination (or
signed, guest editorials which the perception of it); and 3) indicDte
a more direct way what is being
do not necessarily reflect the in
learned,
opinion of the LOBO.
Such procedures have been imOpinions may be any length plemented at other universities to
but are subject to editing for the evident benefit of students and
space limitations.
faculty alike.
Opinions should include adAs a student I would never acCept a low grade based on where I
dress and phone number.

"11

Sl,.isan Walton

Karen Moses

Sports Editor
Llavta l:lelltng

Arts and Media Editor
Lynda Sparber

lli\1111

It is an unfortunate fact of
academia that power is often accrued on the basis of longevity
rather than virtue. Yet a depart·
ment can only improve through the
addition of those whose ability exceeds that of the established members. Perhaps those responsible for
Dr. Patrick's dismissal are not
strong enough to tolerate -the combination of her age,
sex,
educational achievements, and
competence.
Robert Shlaer
Terri Reck

What Do Grades Tell
Of What Is -Learned?
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Man&gin·g Editor

produce and document a substantive reason for not rehiring Dr.
Patrick. Such Jack of candor
suggests to us that the true reasons
are personal and political, rather
than academic.

We are disturbed at the failure of
the Fine Arts administration to

Opinion Policy

555, THE tWtY PRJ/cnC/Il !J/AY 70
INSUI?& I«JRttJ ORlJI3< IS TO 8AGe
R£/.ATIONS ONHOtllAOVEIRSARIES
7REAT US,NJT 7Jt£/R OWN PtiOP/..&1

:;;

Doug Jetignn
Jer-

ranked in the class group; such a
grade reflects the accidental composition of the class as much as my
learning.
Carter Allen

Nawe Editor

Asst., News l:.ditor

Tim ·Gallagher

LJ .IV1. 1-tynn

Copy t:ditors
Rebekah Szymanski, Dolores Wood

LOS Meet
Qn.Sundays
Editor:
I must point out a small, but
significant, en or in your editorial of
Wednesday, Feb. 23.
Your statement that the "Mormons" do not attend church on
Sunday is incorrect. Members of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, to whom the
nickname "Mormon" is often applied, do indeed worship on Sunday. We also hold various meetings
on other nights of the week, but
our primary worship services are on
Sunday.
The UNM Student Branch meets
at the LD.S. Institute of Religion,
1601 Grand Ave. NE, at 9:30 a.m.
and 5 p.m. each Sunday. We would
be pleased to have any member of
the university community join with
us.
Martin Raish

nothing more.· And with no
direction, these breaks, which
might sound nice as fills on
someone elses record, are weak by
themselves. On his own album,
Doug Jernigan is .still a good backup man, but there's just nothing
here to back-up.

Scott Joplin
"Scot/ Joplin" !Soundtrack
Musii:/MCA Records/MCA 2098
By Thomas Lindsey
Any neo-ragtime buff can rattle
off .his favorite Joplin tunes
without necessarily knowing any
other ragtime· composers nor their
works. The most popular one;
Joplin embodies the ragtime era-a
. cult hero of so(ts-in modern

7:00-Ch. 7: Dorothy Hamill
Special:
7:00-Ch. 4: Heavyweight
Boxing (Norton vs. Bobick.)
8:00-Ch. 7: John Denver
Special.
8:00-Ch. 13: The Minstrel
Man.
'
9:00-Ch. 7: Barry Manilow
Special.
9:00-Ch.
4:
Jacques
Cousteau ("Niglll Squid.")

HOLLYWOOD. IUPI)-There
may be one or two televised Emmy
Awards shows this year or noHe at
all, depending on how the dust
seltles in the battle between the
National Television Academy and
the new Hollywood Academy.
The Hollywood chapter of the
Nat·ional Academy of TeleVision
Arts and Sciences, 5000 strong, has
formed a new organization, the
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences, according to its president,
Larry Stewart.
Stewart previously was president

At that, it is not bad music if you
lik'-' ragtime with a little "chutzpah", ·but ragtime purists steer
clear.

song which _is divided in parts,

"Marcht"

Bo HQnsson
·Attic Thoughto/Bo Hansson! Sire
SASD 7525
Review by George Gesner
Bo Hansson, the keyboard king,
mastered The Lord of the Rings,
swept us away with the Magician's
Hat and now sits down to some

Attic Thoughts.
The album opens with the title

"Repose'~
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Supplies 20% OFF
Gold Angels ........... 99'
Marble Angels .......... 99•
Scissor Tail ............ 99'
Black Mollies ......... 3/1."'
4" Knife Fish
3."

and

"Wandering." The piece is very (')
0
free-form which leaves Hansson
c
room to wander, musically, e:.
A soft and cloudy mooil eclipses .:;:
in "Waiting" compared,to the light r
0
and jolly "Rabbit Music."
c:r
Some of the remarkable contrasts 0
occur within the song such as the $;
Ol
aptly titled "Day and Night" which ..,
n
fluctuates between a hectic and ::,N
sedate pace.
The music is soothing and \0
....,
melodious but at times sways into ....,
oblivion Rate it B

FISH RANCH

Open
Sundays

Offer Good
Thru March 7

White Clouds ......... 4/1. 00
Ass. Angels ............ 79'
Ass. Africans ....... 99'-1."
10" Large Oscar ........ 9."
Sm. Severum ......... 311. oo

Will take trade in on Aquariums
We buy used Aquariums
1425-B San Mateo NE 266-9778

of the Hollywood chapter of the
national organization. "We are in
preliminary discussions with the
networks regarding a September
televised show for presentation of
new peer group awards." he said.
. ''It would encompass the
achievements between Marh, 1976,
and March, 1977. We aren't
guaranteeing the sliow will be on
the air, but it will be held one way
or another."

ffieet Yout ASUNffi Senators

TODAY
10:30 ..>..m. - 2:00 p.m.
The Glass Cubicles-main Floor SUB

Stewart explained that the old
academy, with 12,000 members
!including the Hollywood membership), has a contract with NBC
for an Emmy show May 15.
Whether the network \Viii go ahead
with such a show is moot.
"I'm sure the old academy will
go ahead with whatever it can do,"
said Stewart. "Our chapter and
members are not committed to
participate, although . they can if
they want."
Some 800 Hollywood perlly Miguel Gander!
formers, producers and directors
Starting the week out Wednesday night, the SUB Theatre will present an
evening of witchcraft lilms. The first of the two films is Fighting Witches. have signed petitions supporting a
This film deals with the witches' Sabbath, a Nordic tradition dating back boycott of the proposed May 15
hundreds of years. The Sabbath is the time witches and demons fly out of Emmyshow.
Stewart says NBC is on the horns
hiding places for their one open night in the world. The second film is a
of
a dilemma. An Emmy show
documentary on a real witch named Vali. Sheldon and Diane Rochlin have
without
a roomful of stars could
captured a most original portrait of a witch in this film.
well
be
a
disaster.
Thursday night the SUB Theatre will show an evening of independent
cinema, including works by six different filmmakers. The films and their
titles are as follows: A Man and His Dog 0!11 for Air by Robert Breer,
Touch tone Phone Film by Bill Brandt, Maxwell's Demon by Hollis Frampton, Eaux D'Artifice by Kenneth Anger, Lights by Marie Menken,
Angels and the Trip to Door by Stan Brakhage. The films on this program
are very experimental and are films which should be seen by those conBrazilian painter Crisaldo Morais
cerned with trends in modern cinema.
will discuss "Con temporary
Friday night the SUB Theatre will show THX 113. This science fiction
Brazilian Naif Art" today at 3:30
film is directed by George (American Graffiti) Lucas. It is set in the 25th
p.m. in Room 2018 in the Fine Arts
century; the story centers around a man and a woman who rebel against
Center.
The lecture is free and open
their rigidly controlled automated society. This film is one for all sci-fi
to
the
public.
buffs and is considered the best science fiction film since Kubrick's 2001:

-Bring _your concerns, complaints, ideas-"

SUB Theatre
Film Guide

Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Daily

Marron Hall
Room105
or by mail to:
UNM Box 20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM
87131

Brazilian
Artist Speaks

A Space Odyssey.
Rounding out the week's program is none other than cinema's greatest
comic, Charlie Chaplin, in the Oreal Dictator. Chaplin wrote, directed
and stars in this film which exposed nazism and anti-semitism with both
humor and horror. In this political satire Chaplin plays a dual role: the
dictator of Tomania, and a Jewish barber who resembles the unforgettable
tramp.- This film is one of Chaplin's best and ir is also a brilliant satire
against Hitler, a man who put fear into the hearts of many.
Admission to films at the SUB Theatre is a dollar and all showings are at
7 p.m. and 9:15p.m.
Sorry to all those who didn't get to sec Medium Coot but Thursday
night the sound system went out and the sound in the theatre was totally
unsuitable. It was repaired for Saturday'> showing and l hope we wo11 t
have an)·more problertJs with it.
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Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

) J

Pancho Villa tequila

Photo Editor
WennP.II T. Hunt
Advertising ManaQer
Harry Chapman

listeners minds. Thus a rnovie has
been made: Scott Joplin, this disc is
its soundtrack.
Primarily a piano 'music in
Joplin's own time, his music is here
presented in that •:park orchestra"
style !like in The Sting). It is lively
and infectious mostly because
Joplin's compositions were so;
Gunther Schuller's treatment Of
Joplin in this style by the New.
England Conservatory Ragtime
Ensemble is the best in this area by
far.
Dick Hyman is featured pianist
and does the solo piano cuts (Elvin
and Thad J o'nes' brother Hank
joins. him on a duet), but far from
being played with respect for
ragtime piano traditions, it is
"jazzed" up to the point of being
historically absurd .

. Emmy Disputed
-

TV
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By Bob Spiegel
Doug Jernigan, a veteran steel
guitar, back-up man, has put out a
disappointing album. Perhaps it's
in the heart of every back-up and
studio musician to put out their
own musical ideas after years of
cafering to other, often lesser,
musicians. Could be, but technical
proficiency doesn't guarantee a
good album.
He's good, but that's not the
problem. There's just no direction
here-it's all back-up work. Each
song has a fjne 'break or two, but·

"

Editor:
Regarding the letter by one
Susan Larsen (Feb. 25), a simple'
comment seems in order,
If it were not for the
"questionable" bus service from
the north parking lot to the Univer-

(')

"Roadside Rag"/Doug
nigan/F/ying Fish/024
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Women Win 2 to Reach Cage Tournament
By Ed Johnson
Despite playing some of its worst
ball of the year, the UNM women's
basketball team defeated Colorado
State 86·69 on Thursday night and
Colorado 74-57 on Saturday to
qualify for te Intermountain
Conference tournament with their
9-4 record,
. Against Colorado State freshman
Jean Rostermundt l~d the Lobo
attack with 20 points and 10
rebounds.
ln the first three minutes Susan
Schuster scored, four of the Lobo's
eight points as UNM led 8-0,
forcing CSU to call a timeout.
Colorado State then picked up
six straight points and trailed 8-6.
When the second half started,
UNM agajn rattled off eight
straight points with CSU not
getting any during the first three
minutes giving the Lobos a lead of

44-35.
•
With 3:59 to play in the game and
UNM on top by seven, Cindy
Fischer popped in six points in a
little over a minute to give the
Lobos a lead of 76-63.
It was during this game in which
Rostermundt missed a free throw
ending her consecutive charity toss
record at 31 made.
·
"They had mid-terms and
emotionally and physically they
were a bit strained, They're not out
of shape," Marpe said, explaining
the first naif lapse.
But the Tirst half of the Colorado
game was not any better as they
trailed the Lady Buffs until Debbie
Davis tied the game with 4:34 to go
in the first half, but the Lobos
never led.
Once again the..Lobos came out
and in the first three minutes of the
second half outscored their op-

CHILD CARE DURING APS BREAK
April4--8 8:00 a.m.--5:00p.m.
*15. 00 for the week
for children, grades 1--4
Fo1' Mo1'e Injo1'mation
.
Contact 277-5528 (Do1'othy Davidson)

First Come--First Serve

The University of New Mexico
Student Publications Board
Is Now accepting Applications For
New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor
Applications for the position are available in
Marron HaU room 131 between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30
p;m; Monday through Friday.
Applications must be returned to Marron HaU
room 131 no later than 4:30 p.m. Wednesday,
March 30, 1977.
The Student Publications Board will select the
1977-78 New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor at its April
11 meeting. The new editor wiU assume responsibility for the paper Monday, Aprill8.

Specials

ponents 8-0 and tool< a 36-30 lead, a
lead they never lost.
Cindy Fischer pumped in 17
points with nine rebounds while
Colorado's Doni Fischer picked up
26 points.
Patty Howell hit five of nine
from the field and four of four
from the line for 14 points, while
Schuster scored I 0.
Carol Moreland grabbed 14
rebounds and senior Beth Born,
playing her final game in University
Arena, grabbed 12 boards.
Playmaker Margaret. Gonzales,
also finished up her home career as
a Lobo Saturday night, said, "The
game against Nevada-Las Vegas
dr<Jined me out. It took a while for
us to get started."
Gonzales picked up five assists
each night.
The Lobos hit only 33 per cent
during the Colorado game, but shot
about 40 per cent in the second
half.
The win gav~ them a three-way
tie for fourth place in the conference. They will play the winner
of the f:'lorthern Colorado-Utah
State game on Thursday.

CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2.55·
8736. tfn
·
_
PASSPORT, IMMIORATION, I.D. photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasin'g. Call265-2444 or come
to 17l7Girard Blvd, NE. tfn
LAST CHANCE! Spring '77 textbooks will b~
returned to publisher~ beginning M<~r~;;h 7. UNM
n(lok~lorc. 3/4
ROBBIE. D'ITALIA, duo onnos, write me Gen.
Dellv·,, Main P.O., ~7125 A,S.A.P. Con amore,
Susannah Page, 3/2
$100.00 REWARD for return of while styrofoam leechest containing film. No questions asked, 265·
2397. 3/3
A LIMITED number of back is5Ues of the LOBO arc
aVailable for 10 ce11ts a copy in room 131, Marron
Hall. TFN
DO YOU HAVE a legal question? Leone] Ceniceros,
attorney, answers !~gal questions in his Wednesday
cOlumn in the LOBO. Send queslions to the LOBO,
uNM Box 20, City, 87131 or drop them at the LOBO
newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall. 312
IF YOU'RE BLONDE & were at Lobo game,
2/26/77; wearing maroon jacket, brown pants, tan
sweater & boots, w/two friends; please call Joseph
Alan, 266·7105, after 4:30p.m. 3/7 •
DO YOU KNOW Rick Lope~? 3/3
UP AGAINST THE WALL? Christians who claim
answers arc willing to share them with you. Wed·
ncsdays and Friday5, 7~9 p.m. St. Paul's-University
Chapel, 2920 Campus Blvd. N.E. J/2

Susan Schuster goes up tor a layup against Colorado

Fern Ski Team Reaches Nationals

UNM ski Coach George Brooks
said, 'Our men just skied poorly.
We only qualified one man for
nationals, also to be held at Winter
Park."
Bill Nara, a freshman from Ann
Arbor, Mich., was the only Lobo
men's skier to qualify. Nara placed
in the giant slalom event for
Brooks. ·
"The course was a fast one and
the men are not used to that type,"

Brooks said. "I hope Bill does
something at nationals."
After the first day of competition, Brooks said the women
''went in like a bang and came out
like a fizzle." After Thursday's
competition, the women were
ahead of powerhouse University of
Utah by nine points. Also, after the
slalom event, the women were
ahead of Utah for the day. ·
Brooks said, "The second day,
of the four women skiers that were
doing well, only one of them came
in standing up. The other three fell
down. That dropped us from first
to third where we finished."
Utah finished in first wit 159
points followed by Colorado with
140 and UNM with 123.
"As far as winning nationals,"
Brooks said, "This set us back. I

Year's Best Times
.
Run By a· Lobos
By Carol Pavletich
Charles Dramiga respectively.
The Lobo men's track team,
Solomon legged a47.3 in the440,
composed of seven runners, breaking the 1977 record, followed
scorched the track in Pocatello, by Dram iga and Ongwae.
Idaho, during a six-team inKipkurgat, ran a speedy I :48.5 in
vitational meet Saturday.
the 880, another record for this
Three UNM thinclads ran the year.
fastest times in the world this year
Sophomore ·Jay Quade and
in the 600-yard run, the 440 and freshman Mark Romero finished
880-yard run.
third and fourth in the 1000 with
Freshman Jeremiah Ongwae ran 2:10.5 and 2: I 0.9 respectively.
the 600 in a fast I :08.4, setting a · Lobo Peter Butler, in the threenew record for this year. Ongwae mile run broke the Canadian Junior
was followed by Lobos Michael N~tional Record.
Solomon, Sammy Kipkurgat and
All the Lobos except Romero
qualified to run in the NCAA
~----championships.

Man- Fri
All Drinks

2Forl
Sat
Sun

Till9pm
Till7pm

Reg. Bar Drinks

soc

This lVeeli:s: Ace Paucalie

Frank Herbert's
First time in paperback!
i\ Fine Drinking Establishment

Classifieds
Person01.ls

State.

By Peter Madrid
Last week at Winter Park, Colo.,
the weather wasn't the only thing
that was cold; the UNM men's
alpine team performed as cold as
Mother Nature was.
In Lake Eldora, Colo. though,
things were a bit brighter as the
UNM women's alpine team did
considerably better than their male
counterparts.

REPOSSESSED: Late model belt drive and direc1

feel we still have a chance at the
women's title. We ~hould be ii'l the
top three or four teams.
The entire women's team
qualified for their Association for
Jntercoll'egiate Athletics for
Women fAlAW) meet March 10-12
at Stowe, Vermont.
Brooks said, "Not taking
anything away from the women's
nordic team, 1 don't think they
have the power to stay up there with
Utah's women. The Utah squad has
international champions on it. Our
alpine team is strong and should be
right in there."
Brooks summed, up his feelings
by saying, "! was pleased, then
disappointed. We really hurt
ourselves. We're going to have to
regroup for nationals."

For Sale

PROfESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable rates, 298~
7147. 3/7
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567. 3/8

FOUND: SMALL PURSE ncar Yale & Centra!.
Describe& claim in rm. 131, Marron Ha!J. 317
LOST; ONE PAIR men',s ski gloves in Chcrit or
Physics bldg, Cal1268-8323 & leave message. 317
FOUND: KEYS ON _RING. ncar Yale & Central, on
2/28. Describe& claim, rm. 131, Marron Hall. 3/7
LOST: TURQUOISE STONE fran earring. Reward.
255-1700. 312
.
FOUND: SUZANNE McCLELLAN'S ID. Claim in
rm. 131, Marron Hall. 3/8
LOST: MAN'S WATCH. Silver& turquoise band in
Zimmerman Library restroom, Friday 2125. Reward.
Mike, 277-4669. 3/8

Services
LSAT~MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professiom1l Educator~; of New MexlctJ, Inc. 842·
5200, tfn
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
with skill and imagination. 898-.5977, 3/ll
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tupc decks, stereo,
amplifiers, aUIO radios. lnstull burglar alarms. IOlVo
discount for students with ID'.s. Quick service. Used
TV'.~ for .~ale. 3/1 I
TYPING, 1ST QUALITY, 883-7787. 4/6
TYPING, EDIT~NG. Call Kim,266·9037. 3/4
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric, on-campus.
296-8564. Jnl

information caii2~~-7S35.

H6USEMATI3 WANTED, I V.Z miles from carripus,
$89,00/mo. Your room has fireplace, 256· 7285, 277•

317

Equipped to butlonhole, zig-1.ag. Pay $19,00 & take
machine. 255-7534. 317
UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY: brand new color TV,
big screen, Assume paym~nts, S7 .00 per month. New
_guarantee. 255-7535. 3/7

NIKON r2. $25o.oo. c.u243.o'"·

.-=.~===:--:-:-::---::--:--:-:-""7"--;-NEW SHIPMBNT of !SO Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French accessories. Some used bicyeles. R.C,
Halle!!'!i, 84~·9378. tfn
20 PORTABLE TV's: $30,00 to $60,00, 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 3/24
'74 DATSUN 260Z: 4-specd, excellent condition,
298-4015, aflcr6, 3/2
FOR SALE OR TRADE: fawn Great Danes with
black mask, ·AKC registered, shots, three left.
$200.00,281-3873. 3/2
DUE TO DIVORCE: Kirby vacuum cleaner, New
warrant )I. 1977 model. Take over payments of$7.37 a
month. 255-7534. 317

345-2964. 317

Lost & Found

For

SINGER MACHINE: sewing maclJlne, not claimed,

VOLVO MECHANIC: good work guaranteed. Mike,
247-9083. 312
PRIDa MOTORS offers expen repair of most imports including Audi, BMC, BMW, Datsun, Fiat,
Mercedes, Pom;he, Subaru, Toyota, Volvo and VW.
One-dny service on most work. Call us at 256-1763
for free estimates, 3/2 '
BABYSITTING BY GRANDMOTHER w/North
Valley homej fenced lawn, swings, quiet dead-end.

TDDAY'S CBDSSWDRD PUZZLE
UNITEP Feature Syndicate
50 Does a
household
f Recorded
chore
electronically5 t Shade of
6 Hoist
gray
10 Send forth
52 Propel a
t 4 Actress
boat
-----Mara
55 After-dinner
thing: 2
1 5 Worthies~
words
t 6 Sea: Prefix
t 7 Harmless
58 Carmen, for
pranks
one
.18 UMW mem- 60 "Do---ber: 2
othe-rs"
words
61 Latin wings
20 Bad --6 2 Prevailed
21 Watertight
unchecked
vessel
63 Circulate
23 "--·--ear,
64 Make loans
and ...."
65 Scheme:
24 Wordsworth,
Slang
for one
26 Did some
gardening
DOWN
2 8 Kind of pas1 Deliberate
try
lie
30 Split apart
2 Man in
31 Grazing
Genesis
area
3 Body of
32 Tea conemployees
tainers
4 Venison
36 Iron pyrite
source
3 7 Melodious
5 Regard with
utterances
contempt
38 Be unwell
6 Within the
39 Thin
law
membranes
7 One who is
42 Macaroni
adored
dough
8 State: Abbr.
44 Wear away
9 Telegram:
45 Motley
Abbr.
crowd
46 Waterways 10 Noteworthy
1 1 Dwelling
49 Vessel
ACROSS

Baseballers
Meet Regis

Coming
Soon

The UNM baseball team will take
on Regis College at 2 p.m. today at
Lobo Field.
This will be the first game of the
season for Regis, while it is the firth'
game for the Lobos. In their
opening series with Utah last
weekend, they won three of four
games.

Italian
Fatso

GOATS

RISE

A

IRAN

AN

3/3

RALEIGH )-SPEED, brand new, $75.00, Call 2430711. J/3
1969 AUSTIN AMERICA: super MPG, only
$350.00. 881·3932. 3/3
SUZUKI 250: great for strcer & dirt, '71. $350,00,
)cff, 277-4171, (negotiate), 3/3
1975 V:TON CHEVY VAN: 3-spcr:d, FM stereo, 8trac~, power steering, hitch, 36,000 ml. Call268-21 00
now, 3/3
ACOUSTIC 150-105 GUITAR amplifier, $600.00.
Lifclimewarranty. 247.3574. 3/7
BEFORE SPRING SALE. Latest style denim jackets,
$6,00; sweatshirts, $3.00; .J-pc, denim suits w/vest,
only $25,00; (limited amount available); ut California
Fashion Outlet, 2318 Ccnlra!'S.E., 266-6872. Across
from campus. 317
'71 VW SUPER BEETL~, Good condition, 2556880. 317
SHERWOOD 7210 stereo receiver, Excellent condition, perfect mid-priced stereo, 898-8856,
eves. 3/7
NEW PANASONIC AM-FM stereo record player.
29!1-3663, after 5 p.m. Jn
'73 Cadillac Eldorado, $6,000.00. '74 Plymouth
Satellite, $2,300.00. '75 Ford Granada, $3,800.00. '69
Ford van, $700.00. '73 Mercedes, $14,000.00. '74
Me1ccdcs, $16,000.00. '74 Cadillac Eldorado,
$6,250.00. Two '74 Honda motorcycles, $1,000.00
for both, Citizens Bank, 298-8777. 317
TWO 6')(9' ORIENTAL-STYLE rugs, ne'Ver used,

Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

P A I NE
SNAKES

ERI S

l

Reot

drive turntable, Also Sansul, Kenwood and Fischer
receivers. As~ume pA)'mcnts of $7.87 a month. For

2907.

313

RESPONSIIllE PERSON NEEDED to room with 2
others in large 4-bcdroom IJouse on N.E, Mont claire.
$83.50& utilitie~. C!lll883-4308. 3/3
OAY APTS, FOR, RENT, Ha.ve2-bedroorm, also I·
bedroom~. Couples welcome. Call255·21 86. 3/4
WANTED: Quiet, serious, female student tQ slu~:re ~
bedroom llp!lrtment. Caii2Ci6-2287. J/4
BEST ONE BEDROOM furnished apnrtnlCIH~. One
block to UNM. $150.00-$180.00, blll~ pnld, Aduhs,
no pets. 255-2685~ 201.209 Columbia S.E. 3/4
306 Stanford S.E. Share house,

$10~.00/mo.

3911. 317
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2bedroom house w/unopprcssive man, $100.00/mo.
inc. utililie~;. 265-3854, Steve. J/!1
WANTED: GARAGE. 265-2425. 3/8

PART-TIME JOU: Sales, 11cxiblc hours, good pay.
Call: Phil Franczyk, C.L,U. 292·2830. 3/B
ROOM, BOARD, STIPEND in exchange fo1 part·
time child care and housekeeping. Private room 2
blocks from campus, Call Mr. Fine, 345·8501 da)l!'i,
243-4242 eves. 3/2
GUITARIST, EXPERIENCED: for working group,
The Clams. 265-1408. 3/2
OVERS CAS JOBS summer/year-round. Europe,
s. America, Australia, Asia. etc. All fields, $500.00~
$1200.00 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
inform.-Write: lnternatfonal Job Center, Dept. NO,
Box 4490, Berkele)l, CA 94704, 3/ZS
PART TIME WORK: 58 openings, $400.00 a month.

$"!:'20~.0~0~ca~c~h,~O~n~e~ne~w~b~"~hr~ooTm~v~a:;niiityiiwiiitrh
:;:av:;o:;car.;do;:-;.C:::al:::l2~55~·2=337, 1·3 p.m. o 111y.
312

-

3/2

12 A Horae
13 Exhausted
19 Parasitic
arachnids
2 2 Combustion
residue
25 Understand:
Slang
26 Speeds
along
27 Vis----:
Compared
with
28 Globule
29 Swiss river
30 Hindu princess
32Common
ailments
33 Holiday gift:
2words

41 Celtic
language .
42 Woman in
Mythology
43 Past
45 Managed
46 Show
surprise: 2
words
47 Soda-brine
deposit
48 Primary
sources
49 Compressed
into a mass
5 I Look over
hastily
53 City on the
Oka
54 Play In
water
34 "Rio··--''
56 Friend
35 Scoria
57--- de
France
37 UK Inhabitant
59--- Ameri40 Certain
can Games
structures

"THE SLEEPER OF THE YEAR! Audiences
revel in the glow of the romance."
-Charles Champlin,
L.A. Times

-"'Ej'regiasses or Contact Lenses··~
. Fa~! service, quality and
... style llt reasonable. cost'.

Ga~ey

Optical Co. . , .

(Next qool'to Cmey Rexall Vrtig;' ·
Lomas at Washington 255-6329

•

20TH CENTURY·I-'OX

PR~~NTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

Writton, Produced •nd Directed by RALPH

BAKSHI

Music Composed and Conducrcd by ANORF::W BRLLING

Tonight at
7:45 9:30

ALBERT SCHWARTZ • IMRE J. ROSENTHAL
PRESENT
"
A FILM BY JEAN·CHARLES TACCHELLA
STARRING
. • y MARCHAND
MARIE-CHRISTINE 6ARRAULT • VICTOR LANOUX • MARIE·FRANCE PISIER • GU
Gaumoni·Films Pomereu • Northal Film Dr st. Ltd.

Tonight At 7:55 9:45
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Employment

LSU Beats
Gymnasts
By John Griego ·
Although the UNM men's
gymnastics team posted their
second highest score of the season,
they were still defeated by
Louisiana State University 218.0 to
210.75 last Friday evening in Baton
Rouge, La.
The Lobos only individual win
came in the high bars as Steve Ortiz
posted a season high of 9.6. Ortiz
also tied for second in the allaround competition with a 53.65.
LSU's Mike Godawa finished first
with a 54.85 tally.
Along with the second-place in
the all-around, Ortiz placed second
in the vaulting with a 9.3 and in the
floor exercise with a 9.25 ..
John 'Bernal was the ohly other
Lobo to finish in second as he
recorded a 9.35 in the rings.
The Lobo's season dual meet
rrrrw! "''"'drops to 3-6.
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Sale ends March 8.

-

Stupendous stereo savings? You bet.
Savings on six systems to be exact Six
high-performance, high-fidelity stereo
systems at six affordable prices ... one just
right for any music buff. But don't let price
be your only consideration when
purchasing audio gear. Before you buy
anything, anywhere, at any price, check

these facts:
1. All of our salespeople are salaried, not
commissioned. You'll get helpful advis:;e
without the hassle or high pressure.
2. Everything we sell carries a
manufacturer's warranty ... everything!
3. We give you a 30-day money-back
guarantee.

4. We're nationwide. If you move and
need our help, we'll be there. Technical
questions? Our national staff can answer
them quickly. At LaBelle's, you get more
thari just stupendous savings-much
more! That's why so many smart stereo
shoppers are marching into spring at
LaBelle's.

PIONEER SA-550011 STEREO AMPLIFIER
BSR 2260-BX AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE
SOUNDlOlSPEAKERSYSTEM

KENWOOD KR-2600 AM/FM RECEIVER
B.I.C. 920 MANUAL TURNTABLE
KLH RES~CH TEN CB6 SPEAKER SYSTEM

PIONEER SX-450 AM/FM RECEIVER
MARANTZ 6100 MANUAL TURNTABLE
CERWIN-VEGA V8 SPEAKER SYSTEM

SA-550011's continuous power output 15
watts per channel; 0.5% THO.* Two pair
speaker capability. 3-speed turntable has
cue/pause, anti-skate controls. Low mass
tone arm. Includes base, dust cover,
magnetic cartridge. 2-way speaker system
has 8 11 woofers, 316" tweeters.

KR-2600's continuous power output: 15
watts per channel; 0.8% THO.* Belt-driven
turntable operates manually or automatically.
24-pole synchronous motor.
Low mass tone arm, anti-skate, damped
cueing. Includes base, dust cover, Shure
M75EC cartridge. 2-way speaker system
has 6" woofers, 2'4" cone tweeters.

SX-450's continuous power output 15
watts per channel; 0.5% THO.* Belt-driven
turntable features an automatic arm return,
S-shaped tone arm, damped cueing,
anti-skate. AC synchronous motor.
Includes base, hinged dust cover, Empire
2002 magnetic cartridge. 2-way speaker
system with 8" woofers,1" dome tweeters.

LaBelle's Price:

$199.00

LaBelle's Price

LaBelle's Price:

$325.00

$425.00

I '

KENWOOD KA-3500 AMPLIFIER
KENWOOD KT-5300 AM/FM TONER
B.J.C. 940 PROGRAMMED TURNTABLE
EPI 1OOV SPEAKER SYSTEM

KA-3500's continuous power output: 40
watts per channel; 0.2% THO.* Tape
dubbing and monitor controls. Two pair
speaker capability. KT-5300 tuner features
a high gain FET in front end. PLL for
multiplex decoding. Belt-driven turntable
operates manually or automatically.
24-pole synchronou~ motor. Includes base,
dust cover. 2-way speakers have 8" low
frequency transducer, 1" air spring
transducers.

LaBelle's Price:

PIONEER SX-750 AM/FM RECEIVER
PIONEER PL-115D MANUAL TURNTABLE
CERWIN-VEGA 23 SPEAKER SYSTEM

KENWOOD KR-5600 AM/FM RECEIVER
B.I.C. 960 PROGRAMMED TURNTABLE
KLH RESEARCH TEN CL4 SPEAKER SYSTEM

SX-750;s continuous power output: 50
watts per channel; 0.1% THO.* Full
complement of controls. Belt-driven
turntable features a speed detecting auto
return mechanism, S-shaped arm,
anti-skate, lateral balancer, plus more.
Includes base, dust cover, Empire 2004
magnetic cartridge. Two-way speaker
system has 10" woofers, 1" dome
tweeters.

KR-5600's continuous power output 40
watts per channel; 0.5% THO.* Dolby
de-emphasis switch, tape to tape dubbing,
plus much more. Belt-driven turntable
operates manually or automatically.
24-pole synchronous motor. Auto shut-off.
Includes walnut base, dust cover, Empire
2004 magnetic cartridge, 3-way speakers
have 10" Megaflux Woofer~ 416" cone
midranges, 1" dome tweeters. High
frequency and midrange controls,

LaBelle's Price:

$650.00

$'525.00

LaBelle's Price:

$800.00

*Wattage shown is minimum RMS per
channel at 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz
with no more THO than indicated.

ALBUQUERQUE

4920 Menual Blvd.
505/265-3653

Weekdays: 10 am· 9 pm
Saturday: 10 am- 6 pm
Sunday: Noon· 6 pm

l!ilft.. SOCIETY AUDIO CONSULTANTS

Ia" DEALER MEMBER

...

,.

